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A message from the IZEST directors:
This year IZEST has demonstrated an exceptional
creativity in many areas of science and technology. By
numerically demonstrating a new compression
technique based on thin pellicles with the capability to
compress high energy pulses (tens of joules) to a
single optical cycle, IZEST has opened the path to
Zeptosecond and Zettawatt physics. As a
consequence, it will trigger many new possibilities such
as the generation of Ultra intense X-ray pulses. This
possibility will lead to the capability of Giant Plasma
Acceleration in crystals, a thousand times increase in
what is possible today with laser plasma acceleration in
gases. The predicted gradients are TeV/cm near a
million times today's best acceleration gradients such
that a 100 km accelerator could be compactifiedtp to
just over a few meters. Such enormous fields could
give access to PeV particles which is of paramount
interest for astrophysics and high energy fundamental
physics. Here, the value of the light intensity will be
larger than the Schwinger intensity where large amount
of electron- positron pairs could be produced from
vacuum.
The generation of ultra intense fields in the
zepto-attosecond regime opens the door to time
resolve nuclear reactions. This is one of the reasons
why an important collaboration between IZEST and ELI
–NP has been established. The first experiment in the
area of zeptosecond science will take place at ELI-NP
in 2014.
IZEST gives also a particular attention to the
generation of lasers that can deliver simultaneously
ultra high peak power, with high average power and
efficiency. This is the ICAN program for International
Coherent Amplification Network based on a completely
novel laser architecture. This program which has been
originally conceived to provide a driver for particle
colliders can also provide
important societal
applications such as space debris removal as we
proposed with the Laboratoire AstroParticule
Cosmology of University Paris Diderot.
IZEST is always eager to communicate its
message and this year the European Physical Journal
devoted a Special Issue volume 223, May 2014 to
compile its febrile activity.
Currently, The University of California at Irvine and
Ecole Polytechnique are considering a closer
partnership so that IZEST may have a major hub of
research based in North America.
Finally, our annual meeting is held this September 1719 at the beautiful Romanian Embassy in Paris where
most of the community will attend. The meeting is run
jointly with ELI-NP, highlighting our strong interaction
and this year the proceedings will be kicked off by
George Smoot, a 2006 Nobel Prize recipient.
We hope you enjoy the details throughout this issue.

- G. Mourou

- T. Tajima

Highlights

Recent Events

• Apr. 201 4:

ICAN Workshop

"ICAN Laser's Second Wind - A Revolutionnary
Laser Design to Address Grand Scientific and
Societal Challenges"
École Polytechnique - Palaiseau, France

• May 201 4:

European Physical Journal - Special Topics
Focus on IZEST Published

• June 201 4:

CNES Workshop

3rd European Workshop of Space Debris Remediation
Paris, France

• Sept. 201 4:

- 5th IZEST meeting

"Introducing Zepto second and Zetawatt Science Societal Applications"
Romanian Embassy - Paris, France

- Participant Council meeting
- Scientific Advisory Board meeting

Upcoming Events

• ICUIL meeting

1 2-1 7 October 201 4 - Goa, India

• European Physical Journal - Special Topics
with focus on ICAN is underway

• Annual Partner Directory

EDITORIAL BOARD

G. Mourou (IZEST director),
T. Tajima (IZEST deputy director),
J. Fuchs (C3 manager),
K. Homma (DF manager),
K. Nakajima (1 00GeV manager),
M. N. Quinn (IZEST),
C. Sarrazin (admin coordinator),
J. Wheeler (IZEST)

CONTRIBUTORS:

A. Di Piazza (MPIK),
H. Hora (RSNSW),
S. Sakabe (ICR-Kyoto U.),
R. Soulard (IZEST)

Any useful information that you feel we missed?
Feel free to contact us and let us know for
future issues:
catherine.sarrazin@polytechnique.edu
or
anne-claire.gauvin@polytechnique.edu

Supporting Agencies

IZEST is supported by Ecole Polytechnique - France, CEA France and Thales France.
ICAN has been supported by the European Commission and is coordinated by Ecole Polytechnique (France). The 3 other partners are ORC
in Southampton (UK), University of Jena-FhG (Germany) and CERN Geneva (Suisse) along with more than 1 0 collaborators.
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ICAN Laser's Second Wind Workshop
28-29 April 201 4 - Palaiseau, France

Exciting developments in phase-combined fiber
based laser technology were presented at Ecole
Polytechnique during April 28-29 201 4. This 2-day
workshop for the ICAN project brought together a
consortium
of
international
laboratories.
Representatives from private industry were also
present to help guide the conversation along feasable
prospects from their perspective regarding fuure
capabilities.
After the sucessful preparatory study culminating at
CERN in 201 3, ICAN has entered the prototype
design phase which was the focus of the April
workshop. A call was made for prototype designs that
should be relatively close to the final main
infrastructure goal and provide the necessary steps to
solve the outstanding technical challenges. This
prototype could consist for instance of a thousand

amplifying fibers producing 1 0TW peak power,
>1 0kW and >20% electrical efficiency.
Indeed several competing designs emerged
from the proposals brought forward by participants. A
primary goal set forth by the end of the workshop
innvolved preparation of a proposal for the upcoming
Horizon 2020 call and investments into ongoing
feasibility
studies.

IZEST in Print: Building the Scientific Case
The European Physical Journal-Special Topics (EPJ-ST) issue focused on
IZEST was published last May. This included 28 scientific contributions from
IZEST partners covering the vast array of topics included within the scope of the
IZEST initiative.
A special thanks is in order to all who participated in this issue’s creation and we
encourage everyone to take a look at the work going on throughout the
community discussed in this publication. The compilation of these articles offers
a great starting point in crafting our specific scientific case as we pursue future
collaborations and funding opportunities.
Already another EPJ-ST issue is being planned that focuses specifically on the
ICAN project. We look forward to receiving the contributions from the partners
involved in this project!

European Workshop on Space Debris
1 6-1 8 June 201 4 - Paris, France

The 3rd European Workshop on Space Debris
Modelling and Remediation took place in Paris from
June 1 6th to June 1 8th 201 4. This was the
opportunity for us to be introduced in the community
by Christophe Bonnal, senior expert at CNES France's space agency. We met Claude Phipps, a
worldwide expert of removing obital debris by laser
impulses. He proposed a similar orbiting system
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using a highly energetic UV laser in space.
Fruitful discussion around our two posters let us
explain the ICAN concept to the space community.
Those posters will be followed by an article soon to
be published in Acta Astronautica. This article
proposes using the ICAN laser as a viable spacebased tool such as for tackling high velecity space
debris fragments in low earth orbit.
Discussions with astrophysical colleagues from APC,
Paris will also lead to a joint paper using the ICAN
laser in addition with JEM-EUSO technology onboard
the ISS. Furthermore, contacts with Airbus Defense
and Space have proved very fruitful. A
collaboration project could be engaged
for the FET-OPEN of the H2020
program.
-R. Soulard,
researcher
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Introducing ZeptoScience:

A New Pillar of within the IZEST Organization
IZEST is exploring novel possibilities for the
laser community in peak intensities (C3),
efficiencies (ICAN), applications (1 00-GeV
Ascent, Dark Fields) and, now add to that,
timescales. This comes with the addition of
a new pillar within the IZEST organization
known as ZeptoScience for its
concentration
on
zeptosecond-scale
science. With such changes it seems
appropriate to highlight the new IZEST
organization with the figure at the bottom of
the page.
As discussed in the Director's note
on page 2, early theoretical models show
the possibilities to convert femtosecond,
near-infrared laser pulses to subatto or zeptosecond,
gamma ray pulses through the interaction with a thin,
superdense plasma. A comparison can be made with
the creation of XUV, attosecond pulses through subcycle processes at the femtosecond-scale within the
strongfield processes of atomic, molecular and solidtarget plasmas. With increasing field strength, the
subsequent gradients involved within a relativistic
laser-plasma interaction create a small sub-cycle
window for the photon up-conversion to reach
gamma-ray energy scales.
In light of this exciting possibility a workgroup
within the ZeptoScience project is beginning to study
methods to efficiently compress existing laser
technologies to the few-cycle, femtosecond regime
with a sufficient intensity to begin pursuing the
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creation of zeptosecond pulses. The figure above
highlights a sequence of steps that offer great
promise in leading to the production of Zeptosecond
pulses. This begins with the efficient temporal
compression of a femtosecond pulse within a plastic
thin-film, followed by spatial focusing of the laser
pulse to the so-called λ3 limit where interactions of the
pulse within a plasma are expected to lead to these γbursts at new timescales.
At the same time activities within another
workgroup are already underway to theoretically
explore the potential properties and applications of
such short gamma-ray pulses within realms such as
crystal acceleration, and nuclear physics.
-J. Wheeler,
researcher
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Topic Spotlight: Searching for dark fields via two photon resonance couplings
Dark Fields Report

We do not understand dark components of the
Universe at all. If we attribute these effects to a
fundamental nature of the vacuum, then the vacuum
itself can be a subject of investigation. Probing the
vacuum to date, however, has been limited to either
microscopic space-time points at high-energy particle
collisions or macroscopic space-time via astronomical
observations. With high-intensity lasers we might be
able to investigate different aspects of the quantum
vacuum at different space-time scales [1 ].
Neutral pion and the Higgs particle can couple to two
photons via the decay processes at 1 00MeV and
1 00GeV energy scales, respectively. These particles
are relevant to spontaneous symmetry breaking of
fundamental symmetries. These experimental facts
encourage us to search for yet undiscovered neutral
bosons at very different energy scales in general. For
instance, there are actually theoretical models which

predict sub-eV neutral bosons such as the axion and
dilaton based on different kinds of fundamental
symmetries. If these low-mass resonances only
weakly couple to matter, the lifetimes of these
resonance states become long and they can escape
our detection. Therefore, these states can be
reasonable candidates for dark fields in the Universe.
We introduce the novel approach to realize the
laboratory search for low-mass and weakly coupling
particles via resonance states produced in photonphoton scattering by stimulating decay simultaneously
by a background coherent laser field [2,3]. We then
present a result of our pilot search [4]
and the strategy to handle background
events toward future searches at
worldwide higher-intensity laser facilities
including ELI-NP.
-K. Homma,
DF Manager

IZEST Partner Spotlight: Intense Laser-Matter Interactions
ICR-Kyoto University - Japan

Intense laser plasmas hold great
promise as next-generation sources
of high-energy radiation beams,
such as electron, X-ray, ion, and
terahertz beams. The characteristics
of experimentally observed radiation
from laser plasmas are intriguing,
and can lead to advances in both the study of higherenergy radiation beams and the development of more
powerful laser facilities. However, we still do not have
a complete understanding of the phenomena involved
in simultaneous radiation emission because of their
physical complexity. To advance intense laser plasma
physics and develop human resources in this field, it
is crucial to continue conducting substantial basic
research using moderate-intensity laser facilities with
high operation rates. Even for goal-oriented research
projects with huge facilities, careful preparatory
research at smaller facilities is imperative. The
Laboratory for Laser-Matter Interaction Science at the
Institute for Chemical Research, Kyoto University, is
contributing to high-energy laser plasma physics from

this standpoint.
One of our current projects is the demonstration of
ultrafast electron diffraction using electrons
accelerated by intense femtosecond laser pulses [1 ].
To develop efficient intense electron pulses, we are
investigating the physics of laser electron acceleration
in plasmas and the guidance of high-energy electrons
onto targets [2, 3]. In other work, we have applied the
laser-accelerated electrons themselves in electron
deflectometry [4, 5]. Any type of radiation from an
intense laser plasma is intrinsically linked to electron
acceleration, and we are also studying proton
acceleration and terahertz wave generation [6, 7].
In collaboration with Dr. K. Homma’s group at
Hiroshima University, we are investigating vacuum
quantum optics. Our aim is to demonstrate the
feasibility of nonlinear optical processes in the search
for dark matter. We plan to extend this project to
research at large facilities such as the ELI-NP 1 0 PW
laser and future 1 00 PW and EW lasers. A challenge
is single-photon detection through four-wave mixing in
a vacuum when using an ultra-intense laser [8]. We
are
completing
the
methods to be used in this
scheme, which can be
used in research with
higher-intensity lasers.
-S. Sakabe,
Professor

The laser beam from the T6-laser (1 0TW/40fs) and plasma mirror system equipped in a clean room (left) is
guided to the experimental room through an evacuated beam-tube (right). We have 5 laser-matter interaction
chambers in the experimental room, where at maximum 5 research groups can join the preparation for their
experiments. The equipment of 6th chamber is planned for the study of vacuum quantum optics.
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M PIK - Germany
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Recollision processes in strong-field QED

Recollision processes play a
fundamental role in atomic and
molecular physics. In a recollision
process, a bound electron is
accelerated away from an atom or a
molecule by the oscillating field of a
laser pulse and then, when the field
changes its direction, it is driven
back to and it recombines with its
parent ion [1 ]. During its sojourn in the laser field, the
electron acquires energy that is then released after
the recombination as a high-energy photon (highharmonic generation) or by striking out a second
electron (non-sequential double ionization).
Recollision processes in positronium atoms have also
considered as possible mechanisms for priming highenergy reactions [2]. In Ref. [3], we have investigated
recollision processes primed by an electron-positron
pair produced in the collision of a high-energy photon
and an ultra-strong, linearly-polarized laser field as
those available at the Extreme Light Infrastructure
(ELI). By investigating the laser-dressed polarization
operator, we have identified a new contribution

describing such high-energy recollisions experienced
by the electron-positron pair. The energy absorbed in
the recollision process corresponds to a large number
of laser photons and it can be exploited to efficiently
prime high-energy reactions. As an example, we have
shown that the recollision-based muon-antimuon pair
photoprodaction (see Figure) can be
exponentially enhanced by several
orders of magnitude with respect to the
direct production process.
-A. Di Piazza,
Group Leader

IZEST Partner Spotlight: Laser-driven Fusion
RSNSW - Australia

Laser interaction with plasmas is
studied at the University of New
South Wales in Sydney/Australia
since 1 975, now together with other
Australian activities under the
auspices of the Royal Society of
NSW.
One
of
the
theoretical/numerical results in 1 978 was the ultrahigh
acceleration of about solid density plasma blocks by
1 0 20 cm/s2 within picoseconds to velocities above
1 0 9cm/s. The agreement with experiments could be
shown by Sauerbrey only after Mourou’s et al. CPA
laser pulses above Terawatt were available in 1 996.
These picosecond pulses converted laser power
directly into few micrometer directed plasma blocks
with ultrahigh ion current density to initiate the ChuBobin fusion flames
in solid density fuel.
This
nonlinear
energy conversion
avoided
inefficiencies
known from thermal
pressure
and
instabilities
of
nanosecond
interactions. Very
detailed evaluations
Fig.2 Alpha density, Na, dependant on showed
how
radius, r, at different times (from lowest
to highest curves for 1 00, 500 and 1 000 proton-11 B (HB11 )
ps respectively) showing ignition from fuel with negligible
the increase of the curves [3].
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Fig.1 Radial fiber ICAN with 1 m radius for exawatt laser pulses [1 ]

emission of nuclear radiation can be ignited in a
similar way as DT. A spherical ps laser irradiation
with up to an Exawatt CPA laser is needed. A design
with one meter radius (Fig. 1 ) is proposed for ICANIZEST in the following references[1 ][2]. When using
the new 1 0 kilotesla magnetic fields for cylindrical
confinement, a 30 PW-ps laser pulse in solid HB11
may produce GJ of energy in alpha particles (Fig. 2)
whose energy can be converted directly into electric
power [3]. Parallel to other work on CPA acceleration
of very intense ion beams in the 1 00 MeV range for
hadron cancer treatment, the mechanism of the
ultrahigh plasma block acceleration is being studied
[4].
-H. Hora,
Professor
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References from Partner Spotlights
• Dark Fields, K. Homma
[1 ] T. Tajima and K. Homma, International Journal of Modern Physics A, Vol. 27, No. 25 (201 2) 1 230027
“Fundamental Physics Explored with High Intensity Laser”
[2] Y. Fujii and K. Homma, Prog.Theor. Phys. 1 26 (2011 ) 531 -553
“An approach toward the laboratory search for the scalar field as a candidate of Dark Energy”
[3] K. Homma, Prog. Theor. Exp. Phys. 201 2 04D004
“Sensitivity to dark energy candidates by searching for four-wave mixing of high-intensity lasers in the vacuum”
[4] K. Homma, T. Hasebe, K. Kume, Prog. Theor. Exp. Phys. 201 4 083C01
"The first search for sub-eV scalar fields via four-wave mixing at a quasi-parallel laser collider"
• ICR-Kyoto Univ., S. Sakabe
[1 ] S. Tokita, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 1 05, 21 5004(201 0)
“Single-Shot Femtosecond Electron Diffraction with Laser-Accelerated Electrons: Experimental Demonstration
of Electron Pulse Compression”
[2] S. Tokita, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 1 06, 255001 (2011 )
“Collimated Fast Electron Emission from Long Wires Irradiated by Intense Femtosecond Laser Pulses”
[3] H. Nakajima, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 11 0, 1 55001 (201 3)
“Divergence-Free Transport of Laser-Produced Fast Electrons Along a Meter-Long Wire Target”
[4] S. Inoue, et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 99, 31 501 (2011 )
“Femtosecond electron deflectometry for measuring transient fields generated by laser-accelerated fast
electrons”
[5] S. Inoue, et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 1 09, 1 85001 (201 2)
“Autocorrelation Measurement of Fast Electron Pulses Emitted through the Interaction of Femtosecond Laser
Pulses with a Solid Target”
[6] K. Otani, et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 99, 1 61 501 (2011 )
“Efficient laser-proton acceleration from an insulating foil with an attached small metal disk”
[7] F. Jahangiri, et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 99, 261 503(2011 )
“Intense terahertz emission from atomic cluster plasma produced by intense femtosecond laser pulses”
[8] K. Homma, et al., Prog. Theor. Exp. Phys. 083C01 (201 4)
“The first search for sub-eV scalar fields via four-wave mixing at a quasi-parallel laser collider”
• MPIK, A. Di Piazza
[1 ] P. B. Corkum, Phys. Rev. Lett. 71 , 1 994 (1 993)
"Plasma perspective on strong field multiphoton ionization"
[2] K. Z. Hatsagortsyan et al., Europhys. Lett. 76, 29 (2006)
"Microscopic laser-driven high-energy colliders"
[3] S. Meuren et al., arXiv: 1 407.01 88 (201 4)
"High-energy recollision processes of laser-generated electron-positron pairs"
• RSNSW, H. Hora
[1 ] H. Hora et al.. Laser & Part. Beams 32, 63 (201 4)
"Fiber ICAN Laser with exawatt-picosecond pulses for fusion without nuclear radiation problem"
[2] H. Hora et al. IEEE Transaction of Plasma Science 42, 640-644 (201 4)
"Efficient Generation of Fusion Flames Using PW-ps Laser Pulses for Ultrahigh Acceleration of Plasma Blocks
by Nonlinear (Ponderomotive) Forces."
[3] P. Lalousis et al. Laser & Part. Beams 32, 409
"Optimized boron fusion with magnetic trapping by laser driven plasma block initiation at nonlinear force
driven ultrahigh acceleration."
[4] R. Banati et al. Jour. Intense Pulsed Lasers & Application in Adv. Physics 4, No. 1 , 11 -1 6 (201 4)
"Ultrahigh laser acceleration of plasma blocks with ultrahigh ion density for fusion and hadron therapy."

Relevant Recent Publications
• E. Cormier-Michel, et al. Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 1 7, 091 301 (201 4)
“Design principles for high quality electron beams via colliding pulses in laser plasma accelerators”
• A. Di Piazza. Phys. Rev. Lett. 11 3, 040402 (201 4)
"Ultrarelativistic Electron States in a General Background Electromagnetic Field"
• H. Hora et al. Laser and Particle Beams 32, 63-68 (201 4)
“Fiber ICAN laser with exawatt-picosecond pulses for fusion without nuclear radiation problems.”
• P. Lalousis et al. Phys. Lett. A, 377, 885-888 (201 3).
“Shock mechanisms by ultrahigh laser accelerated plasma blocks in solid density targets for fusion.”
• Le monde - Science & Médecine - 02/07/201 4 - par Hervé Morin
"Un laser en orbite contre la pollution spatiale"
http://www.lemonde.fr/journalelectronique/donnees/libre/201 40702/index.html?article_id=11 55627
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IZEST Community Building:
The Web-Based Platform for Research & Project Management

Since the last newsletter, we have been
busy completing the Beta-version of the web
platform. We have set up the first user
accounts for the IZEST office and will be
welcoming other Beta-users from the partner
laboratories. Please send an email to sign
up
for
the
beta:
mark.quinn@polytechnique.edu

The IZEST Partner Directory The template for collecting

information from IZEST
partners is being finalized to
be used as another tool to
assist the growing IZEST
community in building
awareness of participating
facilities and groups, their
capabilities, and contacts in
one easily accessible and
referenced place. The
directory is planned to be
offered as an open
document to all participants.
Look forward to hearing
from us for your relevant
details soon.

This is really the time where valuable
suggestions to the functionality and design
of the site can be made. Expect to see
demonstrations in upcoming meetings!
- M.N. Quinn

Classifieds
Positions

• Scientific Applications Division Head
ELI-ALPS Project, Hungary
deadline: 30 Nov. 201 4
more info: www.eli-alps.hu

• Young Scientists and Post-docs
ELI-ALPS Project, Hungary
deadline: 31 Oct. 201 4
more info: www.eli-alps.hu
contact: monika.barany@eli-alps.hu

Want Your Announcement Included?

Please forward all advertisments for positions etc. to: catherine.sarrazin@polytechnique.edu
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